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Enterprise Games: Using Game Mechanics to Build a Better BusinessO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		We are living in a time of big changes. We face changes driven by
	
		powerful forces like world population growth; rising prices for food, fuel,
	
		and raw materials; depletion of natural resources; and increasing levels of
	
		greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. And at the very same time, we are
	
		also surrounded by the...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Energy AlternativesLucent Books, 2004
Energy drives all life and is a key component to how humanity works, lives, and sustains itself. Due to the depletion of existing energy sources and the damage being done to the earth's ecosystems, renewable, non-polluting energy sources such as solar, wind, and geothermal power, are being developed and implemented.

The twentieth-century...
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As We Forgive: Stories of Reconciliation from RwandaZondervan, 2009
Inspired by the award-winning film of the same name.
 
 If you were told that a murderer was to be released into your neighborhood, how would you feel? But what if it weren’t only one, but thousands?
 
 Could there be a common roadmap to reconciliation? Could there be a shared future after unthinkable evil? If forgiveness...
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Mapping Antarctica: A Five Hundred Year Record of Discovery (Springer Praxis Books)Springer, 2013

	Antarctica was to be the greatest discovery of them all! It was never to be a tripping

	over of a piece of useless land: the Greek philosophers had predicted a polar land-

	mass of geophysical importance! The question was rather whether or not man could

	bridge the "torrid equatorial zone" that was thought to separate the...
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In Pursuit of the Gene: From Darwin to DNAHarvard University Press, 2008
The mystery of inheritance has captivated thinkers since antiquity, and the unlocking of this mystery—the development of classical genetics—is one of humanity’s greatest achievements. This great scientific and human drama is the story told fully and for the first time in this book.

Acclaimed science writer James...
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Computer Networks ISE: A Systems ApproachMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	I what has happened in that time. We have seen the transformation of the Web from a small experiment to a World Wide phenomenon. We have seen the emergenceof voice over IP and peer-to-peer content sharing. We have seen technology speed up a hundred-fold, the emergence of broadband to the home, and the rise of botnets and other horrid security...
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100 Simple Secrets of the Best Half of Life: What Scientists Have Learned and How You Can Use ItHarper Perennial, 2005

	Practical advice on how to thrive in the second half of your life, based on scientific studies. The sixth book in the bestselling 100 Simple Secrets series.


	What do people who relish the second half of their lives do differently than those who dread getting older? Sociologists, therapists and psychiatrists have spent entire careers...
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Privacy Online: Perspectives on Privacy and Self-Disclosure in the Social WebSpringer, 2011

	Privacy is a basic human need, and losing privacy is perceived as an extremely
	threatening experience. Privacy embraces solitude, personal space, or intimacy with
	family and friends and as such, it is a ubiquitous and trans-cultural phenomenon.
	Privacy leverages well-being; without privacy we are at risk of becoming physically
	or...
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Tools and Environments for Parallel and Distributed ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Today's most complete reference on the rapidly evolving     software technology used in parallel and distributed computing
     Designing, developing, and utilizing the kinds of versatile computing     environments that will effectively support today's complex scientific and     engineering applications is an ongoing research challenge. Tools...
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Deadly ImbalancesColumbia University Press, 1998
At the height of its power in the summer of 1942, Hitlerite Germany had enslaved four hundred million people; its empire stretched from the Mediterranean to the Arctic, from the English Channel to the Black Sea and almost to the Caspian. Between the Ukrainian steppes and the Pyrenees only Switzerland remained free. Even Mussolini, whom Hitler once...
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The Student's Introduction to MATHEMATICA®: A Handbook for Precalculus, Calculus, and Linear AlgebraCambridge University Press, 2009
"It's a good book... a book that most students can benefit from."  
MAA Reviews    

       The unique feature of this compact student's introduction is that it presents concepts in an order that closely follows a standard mathematics curriculum, rather than structure the book along features of the software. As a result,...
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Nonprofit Internet Strategies: Best Practices for Marketing, Communications, and Fundraising SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Nonprofit Internet Strategies offers every charitable organization the opportunity to analyze their options and select the appropriate strategy to integrate traditional marketing, communications, and fundraising practices with their online efforts. 
    
 It is an excellent how-to guide--a practical manual for nonprofit staff...
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